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The War debate 
 

In the first part of 2003, what would become the War in Iraq still loomed.  It was during this time that Chris Gruber spoke 
out on Wittenberg against the policies of U. S. President George W. Bush in regard to Iraq.  I, Ben, Michael Pope, Ián 
Metáiriâ and others favoured a war to oust Saddam Hussein.  Chris also wanted Hussein out, but he did not believe going 
to war was the answer. 
 
Gruber’s position can be summarized:  “Anti-war=Anti-Saddam=Pro-troops.”  Ben, though, felt that to be anti-war was to 
be Pro-Saddam=Anti-troops.  The King hammered on the point with Gruber.  Mentions of Saddam’s rape rooms, 
repression, and torture schemes didn’t exactly calm the atmosphere.  As the war debate went on, relations between the two 
grew no more cordial. 
 
Yet everyone in Talossa found a way to get along with Chris Gruber once again.   
 
Everyone except Ben... 
 

EM200 
 

 
 

A graphic created by J. P. Griffin and used by the Talossan Coalition against EM200 in spring, 2003.   
 
Short for “Erni-Madison 200-seat Cosâ”, EM200 (a term coined by Chris Gruber) was the cornerstone of the MN’s vision 
for Talossa: returning the Regipäts to what it had been before the dawn of the Cybercit Era in 1996.  Volume III, Book 5 
of the Lytheria Codex is an excellent resource for a bit of what the debate on EM200 was like. 
 
Under the 1988 Constitution, the Kingdom’s legislature was unicameral in the form of a 215-seat Cosâ, 200 of those seats 
being divided in direct proportion to the results of the general election.  The twist was that a single person could hold up to 
thirty seats at once, thereby allowing political parties a great deal of latitude in distributing votes to loyal supporters and 
members.  For example, if the Talossan National Party received 80 seats in an election, it could give thirty seats each to two 
party stalwarts, giving to each of then one-seventh of the Cosâ vote!  Fifteen seats could go to someone who had been in 
the party for a little while, and the rest could be handed out to newbies and members perceived to be less-reliable.  This 
minimized the impact of loose cannons, haphazard voters, and the like.  This distribution of seats is akin to the distribution 
of “points” to various attributes of a character in the venerable fantasy role-playing board game Dungeons & Dragons, 
thereby giving the 215-seat system the “D&D Talossa” moniker.  
 
When there weren’t many active citizens, D&D Talossa made sense. It also gave political parties a great deal of latitude in 
rewarding party loyalists.  In addition to whatever seats he might have been holding, the Prime Minister received an extra 
ten seats and the Deputy Prime Minister another five, thus constituting a 215-seat Cosâ. 
 
With the demise of the 1988 Constitution and the advent of the Organic Law in 1997, there came an end to the 215-seat 
system.  This 215-seat system was replaced by a one-man=one-vote Cosâ of 20 seats: the “Real” Cosâ.  Ben and others saw 
this new Cosâ setup as an evolution in Talossan governance, taking into account the increase in immigration that happened 
once the Kingdom went online in 1996 and the assumption that the rate of incoming new citizens would stay pretty-much 
the same, considering the post-1996 immigration boom and the Kingdom’s growth trend. 
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The 20-seat Cosâ worked well, but it required twenty warm bodies to make it work.  The falling-off in immigration after 
2000 as well as the Penguineans’ departure in 1997 and that of the Liberals almost four years later were the key factors in 
the system breaking down.  For a long, long-time “ghost” Cosâ members such as Harry and Jennifer Madison with their 
dubious interest and participation in Talossa stayed on for years when under the 215-seat body, they would have never cast 
a shadow over the chamber door and you will understand why when the Black Hand rose from the mists of time in 
December, 2002, the party had EM200 as the centrepiece of its Platform.  
 
There were other considerations.  Under the 20-seat Cosâ, each seat was equivalent to 5% of the vote.  Therefore, if a party 
gained 48.0% and had a plurality, it could control ten seats, fully-half of the Cosâ, yet it had not gotten half the votes.  
However, under the old 215-seat system, that party would have gotten 96 seats, each seat being the equivalent of but .5% 
of the vote, but if that party was the governing political party in a coalition, it could get at least ten extra seats (for the 
Prime Minister, giving it nearly an absolute majority).  Ben pointed out all these reasons to us, and to me, they made very 
good sense. 
 
Enter EM200...  Under the new proposed system, the extra 15 seats for the PM and DPM would not be making a 
comeback, but a new wrinkle, not ever seen before in Talossa, would be added to the mix: provincial apportionment of 
Cosâ seats.   
 
Under EM200 and on the start of the first day of each election, a census would be taken of each province with Dandelions 
included in the count.  The 200 seats would be distributed proportionally among each of the provinces.  If, for example, 
Vuode had 11 of, say, the 55 people in the Regipäts, it would get twenty percent of the 200 seats, or 40.  These 40 seats 
would be divided proportionally according to the voting result in that province.  For example, if Vuode had 40 seats and 
the MN received 6 of 8 votes in Vuode, it would receive 30 of Vuode’s 40 seats.  
 
Let’s take a look at the election for the 32nd Ziu that concluded on 14 October, 2003 (archived from the Talossan Database 
System): 
 

 
 
A careful look at the totals and party distribution of votes for each province shows a sinister side to EM200.  Look at the 
lopsided victory for the MN in Vuode.  Low voter turnout combined with lopsided MN support helped this party carry the 
day in the vote-richest province of them all.  And look at the solid performance for the MN in Cézembre, thanks to 
sincerely loyal Ben voters.  Ditto for Mussolini.  Atatürk and Maricopa were inconclusive.  But only in Florenciâ and 
Maritiimi-Maxhestic was there significant support for non-MN parties.  Take a look at the vote numbers.  Under the old 
“D&D” system, the MN would have gotten 45.45% of the vote which would have translated into 91 (90.90, to be exact) 
seats, five less than what they actually got.   
 
There was also the spectre of Ben abdicating and becoming a private citizen, thereby allowing him to get into the Senäts.  
Of course, with the low population Talossa had even at this time, “doubling-up”, or people serving in both chambers of 
the Ziu because of there not being enough warm bodies to fill the 27 seats in the Cosâ and Senäts was a common 
happening.  Imagine Senator Ben Madison holding one-seventh of the voting strength of both Cosâ and Senäts as well as 
at least five guaranteed “pocket” votes: himself, Jean Williams, Amy, Harry, and Jennifer.  He would have more power than 
he had held since he democratized the country in the early-to-mid 1980s. 
 
However, with EM200, an even-darker spectre presented itself: a Monarch holding thirty Cosâ seats in a vote to override 
his veto of a bill.  This was something I had thought of, but dismissed until Art Verbotten, independently of me, brought it 
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up.  Citizen Verbotten was the one to raise this issue, and only the Verbotten-Madison Compromise--in which the King 
surrendered his right to vote on veto overrides--made EM200 palatable to Verbotten and other EM200 critics, thereby 
paving the way for the bill’s easy passage at the 12 July 2003 Living Cosâ.  As if the spectre of the Monarch holding not 
only veto power over bills, but a potential voting strength of more than one-seventh of the Cosâ wasn’t enough, add 
Senator Amy Durnford from Vuode, and you have a recipe for trouble.  Yet, consider what time this was: early-to-mid 
2003. This was before the PC and Grey Congress became the targets of the Wrath of Ben.  For “Loyal” Talossan citizens, 
July 2003 was the best of times.  And the chance of EM200 bringing a bit of nostalgia and new excitement to an otherwise-
boring and stagnant electoral system was too good to pass up. 
 

Marti-Páir and “Real Life” 
 
In April and May 2003, Marti-Páir’s business affairs took a welcome, but hectic upsurge.  He was almost two weeks late 
publishing the May 2003 Clark.  Finally, on 12 May, I stepped in and took over the Clark.  I helped Marti-Páir with 
Secretary of State duties throughout the summer, including the Clark for the upcoming Living Cosâ.  It was at that time 
that I started to burn out on the PM’s office—and came to realize just how big the SoS’ job was. 
 
But even all of this was supplanted by the new topic du jour:  
 

TalossaFest 2003 
 

 
 

Brook Gläfke (at left) and Andy Lowry discuss Jazzercise at TalossaFest - 12 July, 2003 
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Outside of Vuode Palace on Sunday evening, 13 July, 2003  
just before Grubi and Lisa start the long trip back home 

The leaders of a Talossa that no longer exists, shaking hands for the last time. 
From left, we have then-Prime Minister Válcadác’h, Tomás Gariçéir, Ben, and Chris. 

The photo was probably taken by Lisa Skovalia, but Art Verbotten may also have been the photographer. 
 
TalossaFest and its centerpiece, the Living Cosâ, were held on Saturday, 12 July 2003.  As we sat around the table at 
Lytheria eating couscous, talking Talossa, and eating Verbotten’s delicious barbeque, who of us and who of us not present 
physically but certainly present in spirit could have dreamed this would be the last hurrah of the Talossa we had known? 
Chris Gruber and Lisa Skovalia, his Significant Other, were ecstatic about coming to Talossan soil for the first time; indeed, 
despite some awkward moments that weekend, it turned into the best vacation either of them ever had.   
 
Ben had long desired to abdicate the kingship.  The evening before TalossaFest, but after the clash with Amy which I will 
deal with shortly, Ben told Chris something shocking: were Ben to abdicate, he would choose Grubi as his successor!  
Chris told me this over the telephone sometime in autumn 2003.  It would seem that Ben had forgiven Chris for 
everything.  Apparently he hadn’t forgotten their friendship, and how much Gruber had done to rejuvenate the country 
after the tumultuous days of late 1997 to early 1998. 
 
Or had he? Robert I may have had other motives.  The King of Talossa was forbidden to serve on the Uppermost Cort or 
Senäts.  After abdicating, private citizen Ben Madison would be free to become an open political heavyweight.  The Senate 
seat of Vuode would probably be his for the taking, and Chris could be cajoled in nominating him for the Uppermost Cort.  
As a Cort Justice, he would have veto power over prospective citizens, plus control of one-seventh of the Ziu’s upper 
house.  Due to the 1997 Organic Law’s exception to multiple-office holding in the case of too few warm bodies, he could 
also sit in the Cosâ.  He would be more powerful than he had been as King since before he instituted democratic reforms 
in the early-to-mid 1980’s.  He had even hinted at being in a similar position on Wittenberg VI, back in 2000 or 2001. 
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Let’s stand back for a moment and ponder the exact nature of what went down when Chris Gruber met the Royals for the 
first time.     
 

With all due respect, he's behaving like a paranoid nutcase, trying to cover his tracks, belligerently wailing at people that didn't do anything 
wrong, and revealing himself to be a total jerk--something that Amy and I learned through sad experience during his visit here last year, 
when (among other things) he barged into my wife's living room and ordered her to get off the couch during a Brewers game so he could 
watch Talossan videos. ("You don't tell me what to do in my own house," my wife said. "Well, they're going to lose anyway," Grubi replied 
with a snarl. What an asshole!) 
 

-from RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5762), posted by [R. Ben Madison]  
on November 09, 2003 - 10:50.  
 

Lisa Skovalia responded: 
 

With all due respect, I don't think he's the only one. 
But I do think we're getting to the heart of the matter here. Apparently, Chris offended you guys at TalossaFest and the psychic wound has 
been festering ever since. It is extremely unfortunate that Chris does have a way of pissing people off when he truly doesn't mean to. I 
know, as I been one of those people as have many of my friends. It also unfortunate that it takes people some time to "get" his sense of 
humor, and sometimes people just don't. The fact is though, that if you really get to know Chris, you'll realize that 95% of the time Chris is 
just a wise-cracking joker. He's just being silly and there really is no malintent, but it often gets misconstrued because, as I said, people aren't 
familiar with or can't understand his sense of humor. I honestly believe that's what happened that day with Amy at the house. He was 
"goofing" in his usual Chris style, but she took him seriously (understandably) because she didn't know him. I just wish you guys would have 
said something about it at TalossaFest, so there could have been an opportunity to clear the air in person. I think we (Chris and I) both 
assumed you guys knew he was joking because you didn't act weird or upset about anything after the fact. Now that it's clear that things 
were not cool afterall, I think this may be the foremost issue that needs to be addressed. Obviously, you and Amy are not obliged to like 
Chris. But, if you have a problem with something he did, at least let him know so he has a chance to make things right. Believe me, if you 
don't tell him, he won't know he did something wrong, because he's really not trying to do anything wrong. Then if he doesn't apologize or 
explain himself, fine...he's being an asshole and I'll be the first to say so! 
 

-from RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5776), posted by Lisa Skovalia  
on November 09, 2003 - 23:15. 

 
Anyone who knows Chris Gruber well knows his acidic sense of humor.  And when Lisa Skovalia talks about Chris’ 
coming off as mean and insulting when he is actually just kidding around, I believe her.  Chris’ is a certain type of humor 
not everyone gets.  This kind of humor was something the Royals could not fathom, and when Chris, in his ecstatic 
excitement and joy at being on Talossan soil for the first time, got into his humor mode, it came off as impolite, and, of 
course, the Royals were not happy. 
 
Granted, Chris should have toned it down for people who had never seen him in person before.  But I now believe since 
he regarded Ben and Amy as family, he thought they would feel the same way about them, and that the formality one uses 
for strangers was not necessary at this moment.  Chris felt right at home. 
 
It was a personality clash, plain and simple, and a bad one at that. 

 

  
 

Amy Durnford and Ben Madison sometime in 2000 and Chris Gruber at Kinko’s in Milwaukee on 13 July 2003 
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11 July, 2003: Ben (at left), Tomás (middle), and Chris Gruber stand in front of Vuode Palace. 
 

[Andy Lowry:]> We don't all have to agree on everything, obviously-- what would be the fun in that? But to allow the conversation and 
debate to degenerate into playground-style namecalling is simply beneath us all. I was especially shocked by Amy's uncalled-for and 
unincited insults. 
 
OK, let me explain. Amy met Chris on two occasions. One was a pre-TalossaFest lunch date with a bunch of us at a Greek restaurant in 
Mussolini Province. Gruber kept interrupting her, putting her down, generally giving us all the impression that because Amy was a woman 
she didn't deserve to speak. Later on, after one of many times when Gruber failed to keep an appointment, he showed up late at our house 
where Amy was watching the Brewers play on TV. Gruber literally marched into the room, and ORDERED her to get off the couch so he 
could watch Talossa videos. When she refused, his reply was "Well, they're going to lose anyway." 
 
That sort of behaviour, in person, towards the woman I love, is disgusting and appalling. The man has no respect for other people. That 
disqualifies him [from being PM]. 
 

-from RE: Immigration Minister Andy Lowry? (Witt X 5962),  
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 12, 2003 - 21:02  
 
 

Nothing about Ben revising his account of events? You [Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h] are aware Ben had no problem with me WHILE I WAS 
THERE, right? Think about this: if he had a significant problem with me, why would he try to hand off the throne to me in a conversation 
that took place AFTER the clash with Amy? 
 
 -from Chris Gruber’s proofreading notes 
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Burnout Jeff 
 

 
 

PM Válcadác’h at the Living Cosâ, 12 July, 2003  
Reflected in the mirror are Andy Lowry (at left), Ben (middle), and Ián Metáiriâ 

 
2003 was just not a good year for the Válcadác’hster. 
 
From 19 September until 4 November 2003, financial difficulties put my second phone line out of service.  I visited Witt 
sporadically, not wishing to tie up my father’s phone line, and not at all from 1-4 November.  I was extremely embarrassed 
and did not want anyone in Talossa to know.  As a result, I fumbled the Talossan political football at midfield:  I told no 
one, not even my Deputy Prime Minister Castiglhâ, whom I should have made Acting PM until things could get worked 
out. 
 

[M-P Furxhéir:] > The WHOLE election has Gödafrïeu for PM, he WON the election, since 3 parties backed him up. 
 
And, frankly, that was Gödafrïeu's fault--he ran an election as head of a three-party coalition that supported him, all the while knowing that he 
was "burned out" and that he was going to resign during the upcoming term. Gödafrïeu (and I think he acknowledged this) should have said 
so BEFORE the election. You're right--Gödafrïeu got 96% of the vote! But that doesn't mean that Gruber has the right to inherit his 
mantle against the will of the largest party and the majority in the Cosâ. 
 

-from RE: Hacking (Witt X 6011) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 13, 2003 - 10:42 
 

I wanted to give the Kingdom as much time as possible to find a successor, so I decided not to resign until around New 
Year’s Eve.  My financial troubles dovetailed with my burnout to the point where I stopped caring about Talossa.  
Courtesy to my father was a convenient, impeccable reason to avoid reading my e-mail, checking Witt, or even logging 
onto the Internet.  Had I known what was going down, the Halloween Crisis might have ended differently.  Or perhaps 
not...  By 5 November, matters were arguably beyond any human being’s damage-control skills. 
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The explanation for my absence from Witt recently is very simple, stupid, and embarrassing. The financial woes which hit me this summer 
(Metáiriâ knows a little of this) caused me to not have my second phone line which I have used to log onto the internet as well as make my 
many phone calls to Talossans. As of yesterday evening, this situation was remedied, thereby allowing me to fully undertake my duties as PM 
once more. I am living with my dad at the moment, and have had no desire to tie his phone line up with Talossan things.  
 
Yes, I should have let all of you know long before this; perhaps Quedéir could have taken up duties in an Acting position for a time. Clearly 
I have mis-handled the situation. 
 

-from Response from the Prime Minister's office (Witt X 5531) 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 05, 2003 - 11:26  

 
“F--k America”, Advertgate, the negotiations for the 31st Cosâ, the Iraq War debates, and the festering memory of the 
strife (still not general public knowledge) at TalossaFest...  They all added up to Ben’s growing animosity toward Chris 
Gruber.  Here is what I had to say about it in April 2004: 
 

[Gödafrïeu:]> > While Amy's abuser really did abuse her, you have not convinced anyone outside of your family of Chris' having done the 
same thing. Sorry. 
>  
[Ben:]> You don't believe it, so I guess that proves it. The reason you don't believe it is not because it hasn't been proven, but because you 
are psychologically incapable of admitting to yourself and to the rest of us that you made the wrong decision last fall in choosing him as 
your PM candidate.  
 
I have thought about that and have come to the conclusion that the only reason he was decisive was because you and Amy did not get along 
with him last summer and that you are still, becausse of the genuine loyalty of those who willingly vote for whomever you say, the most-
potent voting force in Talossa and that you chose for whatever reasons to make him decisive.  
 
If I had done what was appropriate at the time, I would have made Q the acting Prime Minister while I was having phone-line problems last 
September and October. Instead, I tried to hold on with my own hands and inadvertently set off the Amy-Ben-Gruber bomb by providing a 
reason for the two of you to have to work together (the Joint Statement), thereby providing an opportunity for something, anything to go 
wrong, thereby provoking the two of you to wrath. 
 
Had Q been allowed to take up the reins for a while, I could have gotten my bearings again, resumed the government, and perhaps stayed in 
office for longer than I did. Many things could have been avoided had I done things differently, but your inability to offer any sort of 
"grace" or whatever when Tomas and Chris withdrew from the Joint Statement combined with Gruber's temper have brought our 
nationette to the glorious state it is now in. 
 
While I have admitted more than once my mistakes, don't lay this all at my doorstep. Ever since your denseness with the 2002 Adverts crisis 
as well as Gruber's classic line "Fuck America", the two you have not gotten along. But once you and Amy and Chris met in person, the 
huge pile of black powder was set, and if the Halloween Crisis had not come about to make the powder [sic] explode, something else at 
some other time would have. It was only a matter of [sic] time. 
 

-from RE: Death threats (Witt X 9970), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
on April 11, 2004 - 17:43.  
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Halloween begins 
 
Oh, my...   
 
Dear friends and readers, it would take at least fifty pages to fully describe the events of 25 October through 5 November 
2003.  Imagine the biggest email/Wittenberg/phone free-for-all in Talossan history and throw in a tangled, jumbled web of 
miscommunications, flames, and general confusion.  Someday, someone will provide a blow-by-blow analysis of what all 
went on: who emailed/called/spoke to/cajoled whom, when and why.  More power to ‘em! 
 
“The Halloween Crisis” is a term coined by Ben Madison for a sequence of crises occurring from 19 October to 28 
November 2003.  Their common thread was my recent flakiness on duty as PM and my impending resignation.  First came 
the confusion resulting from my decision to resign, then the resulting search for a successor.  Through the Joint Statement, 
the coalition partners had tried to get the message through to me, but it did not register with me until it was too late.  Then 
there was “Seatgate:”: a series of honest errors in judgment by SoS Furxhéir, that ended up being forgiven by Gary Cone of 
the ZPT (Witt X 9220), the de-facto leader of the political party most-affected.  Had Seatgate never happened, everything 
else connected with Halloween and 2004 would have gone right ahead, but it surely added to the tension of the times.  The 
hottest portion of the Crisis was from 25 October 2003 until 12 November.  It ended with the King’s public 
announcement of the terms of the Noodles Summit on 28 November 2003. 
 
In the weeks following TalossaFest 2003, I made my decision to resign.  I felt a duty to first inform my earliest and 
strongest supporters, and during the second week of July, I phoned Michael Pope.  About a week or two later I spoke with 
Ián Metáiriâ.  After that, I informed the whole PC.  We decided to get as much of a Cosâ majority as possible in the next 
election, then advise the Coalition of my intentions.  While this alienated the Coalition, we acted thus out of concern of the 
growing influence of the Black Hand.  A supposedly ‘niche’ political party, the MN was full of Ben supporters who had 
long been certain to vote for whichever party Ben endorsed. 
 
For years, that party was the PC.  The first PC/MN breach of faith came during the early 2003 Mussolini Senate election, 
which put Tom Buffone in the stead of the long-serving Matthias Muth. Some PC members felt that the Creator of Talossa 
was scheming to keep his creation from getting away from him and to maintain control of Talossa EM200 certainly helped 
that cause, allowing Ben to put more voting power in the hands of his small hand-picked cadre. 
 
Who would succeed me?   
 
The election for the 31st Ziu ended on 14 October (see above graphic) with the MN being five seats short of an outright 
majority in Cosâ.  The PC, barely in second place, was not the governing party for the first time in over ten years.  Even so, 
the MN had decided to support my continuing on as Prime Minister.  When the story of my decision to resign broke on 23 
October, before I was able to put together a proper public announcement, the fun began.  My logical first choice was DPM 
Quedéir Castiglhâ of the MN, who declined because of his horrendous college schedule.  In his stead, the MN proposed an 
unexpected candidate: Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau.  Maxime had a checkered history of jumping from one political party 
to another; he had been a PC member until he left over some anti-Semitic remarks, and his hostility to Israel made him 
unacceptable to the PC now.  The Tories soundly rejected him. 
 
The MN had a problem.  The bulk of active Talossans, including the most qualified candidates for the Prime Ministry, 
were in the PC and the Grey Congress.  The PC invited the MN to nominate someone else; they proposed Amy Durnford, 
whose inactivity and negative attitude toward the Kingdom were well-known.  There was also the small matter of her being 
the Queen, which—while allowable under the Organic Law—was unacceptable to the PC.  Finally, the MN offered up Wes 
Erni, who would have been perfectly acceptable except he had no computer and no Internet access.  How would he 
communicate directly with most Talossans while remaining ‘Amish,’ as we Talossans refer to this condition? The PC 
rejected him, citing his Amishness and lack of visible Talossan activity. 
 

““Our logical choice is Wes [Erni] if he wants it,” Castiglhâ noted. However, Erni, still the party’s titular President, has no reliable access to 
the Internet and could not really be expected to shoulder the day-to-day management of the Coalition government.””  

 
- from “MN, 4 seats short of majority, proposes Charbonneau for Seneschál  

as [Válcadác’h] announces impending resignation” 
By R. Ben Madison, Støtanneu Staff ~ Vuode, 23 October 2003/XXIV  
Støtanneu Volüm XXVI, Númerul 951: Listopäts, 2003 [October, 2003] 
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Tomás Gariçéir and Andy Lowry were discussed by the PC and GCP as possible replacements, but both declined.  At the 
time, I didn’t see the hidden message: the most levelheaded Talossans wanted no part of my job. The GCP/PC caucus 
eventually selected Chris Gruber as my would-be successor.  But the MN rejected him.  Still oblivious to Ben’s festering 
dislike for Chris (though not for much longer), I was floored.  
 
I did not return to Wittenberg until 5 November, by which time matters were spinning out of control.  I wasn’t even quite 
sure what had happened.  
 

The government which I have recently appointed [by way of the 25 October, 2003 PD] is an exact replication of the government from the 
last term and was appointed and formed quickly and haphazardly to get something in order in time for the first Clark. I see now that was a 
silly mistake on my part not to let everyone know from the get-go that it was my reason and intent. We did not have a DPM candidate we 
could all agree on yet, and I needed to do something. I felt that I could not take time to ask for input from the members of our Coalition, 
but I am also a procrastinator. The makeup of the previous government was one to which we had all assented, [in the negotiations for the 
previous Cosâ] and I thought I could act as I did without need of input. :-( 

 
-from Response from the Prime Minister's office (Witt X 5531) 

posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 05, 2003 - 11:26  
 
From 19 October until 11 November, 2003, I had three different Cabinets.  From 19-25 October, I held over the Cabinet 
from the previous Cosâ term.  In hindsight, I now realize many governmental decisions I made during this period of time 
turned out badly, and I was about to make another doozy.  
 
On the night of 25 October, and I somehow got it into my head that I needed to appoint a Cabinet right then to get a 
government in place in time for the Clark (which would not be published, of course, until 1 November.  Then I thought, “I 
won’t have time to ask people to be in my Cabinet -- Hmm...  -- Let’s use the Cabinet from last term, and then I can 
appoint the “real” one in a few days, but at least we will have a government in place in time for the Clark.”   
 
And on 25 October, I appointed a Cabinet with the exact same composition as the one for the previous legislative term, 
with Quedéir Castiglhâ as DPM.  Of course, this caused rampant confusion throughout the country as to my successor, 
given that Quedéir had already declined the PM’s job, and this was a catalyst for what was to come.  A good number of 
people saw this Cabinet as high-handed and unilateral.  Indeed, even the PC had no input since this was an impulse move 
on my part!  This Prime Dictate was the direct provocation for the Black Hand and Grey Congress’ deciding to work 
together on the infamous...   
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Joint Statement 
 

 
“A REAL COALITION”  

To the King, the Prime Minister, all Talossan media, and the people of Talossa: 

On 14 October 2003/XXIV, the voters in a free and fair Talossan election gave 96 seats to the MN, 48 to the PCG, and 49 to the 
Progressive Conservative Party (PC). All three parties contested the election together, under the common banner of “The[Válcadác’h] 
Coalition.” And between them, the three parties won approximately 96% of the vote. 

On 19 October 2003/XXIV, Prime Minister Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to resign as Prime Minister. As the MN had 
won a large plurality of the Coalition Government’s seats (96 out of 193), the Prime Minister instructed the MN to designate a Deputy 
Prime Minister to serve in the Government and to take over as Prime Minister upon the resignation of Mr [Válcadác’h]. “It is my belief that 
the Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party save the Black Hand,” the Prime Minister correctly observed. 

On 23 October 2003/XXIV, the MN dutifully nominated MC Maxime Paquin- Charbonneau (MN-Atatürk) to serve as Deputy Prime 
Minister. This nomination of a long-standing Member of the Cosâ, Opposition Leader, Senator, and founding member of the former RCT 
(one of the Kingdom of Talossa’s most successful political parties), was met by silence from the Prime Minister’s Office. 

The Prime Minister’s Office refused to comment publicly. Numerous e-mails to the Prime Minister’s Office went unanswered. And it was 
immediately apparent that the only response from the Prime Minister’s Office was a number of secret, clandestine attempts to sow distrust 
and divide the coalition. On various occasions since the election, the MN has been asked to make secret deals against the PCG, and the 
PCG has been asked to make secret deals against the MN. 

The Prime Minister’s Office has made cabinet appointments (such as the Deputy Prime Minister and Immigration Minister) an issue of great 
fog and secrecy, with offers being made to individuals without the knowledge of the various Coalition parties, treating the MN and PCG as 
minor adjuncts to the “true” governing party, the PC. This sort of divide-and-rule strategy not only indicates, but engenders, distrust. 

We, the members of the MN, wish to state publicly through this Statement that we seek only to participate in a Real Coalition for the 
government of the Kingdom of Talossa. In a Real Coalition there is no room for secret plots, back-stabbing, double-dealing, and double- 
crosses. It is our hope that we can jointly govern Talossa in a Real Coalition with the PC, MN, and PCG all serving together as equal brother 
parties. 

In order to pursue a Real Coalition, however, the Prime Minister’s Office must first accept that the PC won only 49 seats out of 200. It is 
not the majority party; it is not even a plurality party. It is a junior member of a Coalition Government. Decisions affecting the entire 
Government are not to be made within the closed-door caucus of the PC without our knowledge, and then imposed upon the rest of us 
without our consent. 

Accordingly, we propose that no day-to-day decision be taken in this Coalition Government without the fullest opportunity of each party to 
consider that decision, and that each party in the Coalition Government shall have equal say in the decision. Each party must be fully 
informed of the plans of the Government, and each party should assume a separate but equal status, so that each party—the MN, the PC, 
and the PCG— shall have one single, equal vote in all collective decision-making, and that the majority position shall always prevail. 

In the event that the Prime Minister’s Office chooses to treat the MN and the PCG with distrust and contempt, and continues to attempt to 
isolate and divide them, the MN hereby resolves, publicly, with no shadow of secrecy or attempt at deception, that we shall do what we can 
under the Organic Law to organize a Real Coalition Government for the Kingdom of Talossa without the participation of the Progressive 
Conservative Party. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Prime Minister Quedéir Castiglhâ, M.C. (MN-Florencia)  
Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau, M.C. (MN-Florencia)  
R. Mark Hamilton, M.C. (MN-Atatürk)  
R. Ben Madison, M.C. (MN-Vuode) 

 
The Joint Statement was published on 3 November in Støtanneu (Lytheria 3.1), Ben Madison’s newspaper of record, 
founded on the same day as the Regipäts, and was publicized on Wittenberg. 
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This Wittenberg posts announces the publication of the Joint Statement. 
 

Read it here. [link to http://www.talossa.com/stot/  --  This has been archived in ______] 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
 

Støtanneu: MN issues ultimatum to PC (Witt X 5496) 
posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 03, 2003 - 16:29 

 
And here is Ben’s reaction.  I have said earlier that the Halloween Crisis began back in late October.  But it was at this post 
from 3 November that everything became a “crisis”. 

 
Azul, 
 
Thanks for posting the letter! 
 
To whom it may concern: This letter was originally written, and approved, as a "Joint Declaration" between the MN and the Grey Congress. 
 
As the Støtanneu story says, the Grey Congress then 'unsigned' their signatures and withdrew their support from the document. 
 
This sort of duplicity and back-stabbing is unbecoming of a Talossan political party, and we in the Black Hand have absolutely no intention 
of participating in such absurd and peevish shenanigans. 
 
As I head out to Taco Bell to confer with Wes Erni and [Ián Metáiriâ], the 5:00 (or is it 5:30?) p.m. deadline looms in a couple of hours. 
Expect to see a PC-Grey Congress coalition formed at that time, as the Greys will say or do anything in order to fulfil their ambitions--
whether it is knifing the PC in the back to support Maxime Charbonneau for PM, or knifing the MN in the back to oppose him. 
 
The MN will, of necessity, form the Official Opposition to this new government. 
 
Or else, something else might happen. You never know. 
 
Ben 
 

RE: Støbbed in the back! (Witt X 5497) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 03, 2003 - 16:35 

 

 
 

Tomas Gariçéir at Kinko’s in Milwaukee on 13 July 2003 
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[RBM:] > the Greys will say or do anything in order to fulfil their ambitions--whether it is knifing the PC in the back to support 
Maxime Charbonneau for PM, or knifing the MN in the back to oppose him. [emphasis mine - TG] 
 
As a matter of fact, that is exactly the situation the GCP found itself in! So I personally made the other choice, namely walking away and not 
knifing anyone in the back. And I don't really see how that can be construed as "saying or doing anything in order to fulfill our ambitions" 
(much less being "completely craven and desperate for power" as you so eloquently, er, erroneously put it in another post below). 
 
Oh, and for what its worth, when a PM candidate is so divisive that his candidacy drives a huge wedge among members of a coalition who 
are supposed to be working together, and supporting or opposing him for PM becomes stabbing one or the other of one's coalition partners 
in the back, then maybe - just maybe - it's time to take a step back and say "well, maybe he's not the best guy for the job after all" and try to 
find somebody else that everyone can agree on. (That is what being a member of a coalition is all about.) Just a thought. 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
 

RE: Støp it (Witt X 5507) 
posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 03, 2003 - 20:20 

 
 
> This sort of duplicity and back-stabbing is unbecoming of a Talossan political party, and we in the Black Hand have absolutely no 
intention of participating in such absurd and peevish shenanigans. 
 
THAT is an out-and-out lie. 
 
> As I head out to Taco Bell to confer with Wes Erni and [Ián Metáiriâ], the 5:00 (or is it 5:30?) p.m. deadline looms in a couple of hours. 
Expect to see a PC-Grey Congress coalition formed at that time, as the Greys will say or do anything in order to fulfil their ambitions--
whether it is knifing the PC in the back to support Maxime Charbonneau for PM, or knifing the MN in the back to oppose him. 
 
Who says we're going to be a part of anything? 
 
> The MN will, of necessity, form the Official Opposition to this new government. 
 
You have no proof we ever did anything "desperate for power". You acted like a child when an offer was made, and you threw a fit - so we 
said, Do Whatever. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
 

Please. (Witt X 5500) 
posted by Chirisch Cavéir on November 03, 2003 - 16:46.  

 
After the Joint Statement itself, the article in Støtanneu in which the Statement was published has this paragraph: “The 
Grey Congress Party had originally signed the statement jointly with the Black Hand, but on the morning of 3 November, 
GCP Party President Chris Gruber decided officially to withdraw the names of his party’s members from the document.”  
I was so out of touch with Talossa that it was not until I made my return two days later that I got wind of this document. 
 
This will take some time, but we need to get into the nitty-gritty detail of this, for it lies at the heart of a lot of what went 
on. 
 
Late summer and early autumn, 2003 had yet another thing going on: calls from certain quarters for Uppermost Cort 
Justices Matthias Muth and Chên Velméir to resign because of lack of activity on Wittenberg and in Talossan society in 
general (Lytheria 3.1).  On Monday, 27 October, 2003, Matthias Muth did just that, though for him, burnout with Talossa 
in general was a contributing factor.  Let’s take a look at the Lytheria Codex, Volume III, Book 2, which is a repository for 
Wittenberg X 7817, the “Gruber-Madison Correspondence” post where Chris lays out numerous emails in his efforts to 
counter Ben’s charges of power-grabbing (more on that in a bit). 
 
Tomás had expressed some doubt to Chris about the wording of the Statement and Chris concurred. When Tomás, as 
Støtanneu Editor-in-Chief, asked Chris if the Grey Congress was going to officially sign it (he had to publish it the next 
day), Chris said “Let’s not.”  There were too many doubts and Ben’s people (read: Ben) did nothing to address the Greys’ 
concerns. Both Tomas and Chris knew what they were doing.  But, there were a few miscues on the part of the Grey 
Congress.  Let’s ponder things some more. 
 
If the following Wittenberg posts confuse you, welcome to my world.  To this day, I have not gotten a full understanding 
of the exact minutia of what went on, but I offer my best summarized understanding. 
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In the wake of my 25 October Prime Dictate, the Grey Congress and Black Hand felt alienated and felt the need to inform 
me of their alienation.  Hence, the Joint Statement...  However, at some point, the Black Hand got the mistaken impression 
that the Grey Congress had signed off on the deal, when in fact it had not.  Honest mistakes were made by both sides of 
the debate.  

 
> Grubi is the one who is imagining stuff, I'm afraid. After this election, Jeff plunged the country into complete chaos with his 'resignation' 
announcement, something that should have been done before the election so voters knew exactly what they were getting (we all thought we 
were voting for Jeff, didn't we?)  
 
Yes, this is true. :) 
 
> Grubi's party then proceeded to make, and then break, two very important agreements on government with the MN. 
 
Two? What was there, apart from the Joint Statement confusion?  
 
And if Grubi as party president never actually gave an "official" approval to the Joint Statement, even though you and I and others 
understood him to have done so, does that still constitute making and breaking a deal? The GCP is guilty of poor communication, yes; both 
within its own ranks and with the MN. But continuously levelling false charges of intentional deception are not very productive. 
 
> Lisa, I just hope you're reading ALL the posts and not getting a Grubified version of events. He hasn't been accurate at all, at least on 
Witt. 
 
You haven't either, always. :) 
 
Honestly, it does seem sometimes that once you get an idea in your head, whether it is right or not, you just will not change your mind, ever. 
Like with "Advertgate" last election -- you never did say "well, sorry, I guess I was wrong about the GCP intentionally stuffing the advert 
queue with the goal of marginalising the other parties"; it's like that's your story and you're sticking with it, even though it was never true. 
And you're doing it again now with the Joint Statement and the Cort Seat thing. You interpreted a message of Grubi's as officially signing on 
to the Joint Statement (and I admit I would have too, in your shoes; it was not clearly expressed) when he didn't intend it. On the basis of 
your believing we had officially signed off on it, so did I. But that wasn't Grubi's intent. It's too bad we find out about this now instead of 
before it all happened, certainly! And I will be the first to say that the GCP is guilty of bad communication, and I'm sorry for it. But there 
was no backstabbing. 
 
> First of all, Grubi is not the only person being "hurt" here. Maxime is royally pissed at the shabby treatment he received from the PC, and 
from the TWO knives plunged into his back by Gruber.  
 
I'm not saying Maxime doesn't have the right to be upset here or disappointed here. Sure he does. But what "TWO knives plunged into his 
back"? 
 
>And second of all, nothing false or inaccurate has been said about the Grey Congress. They entered into two agreements with the MN and 
then stabbed us in the back twice in the space of a couple days. 
 
You're doing it again. BAD COMMUNICATION, YES. BACKSTABBING, NO!  
 
> > Even the Queen has now taken to infantile name calling (refer to the post "This is not Ben talking.") Frankly, this is ludicrous folks 
(and not very regal, in my opinion). 
>  
> If my wife and I are not free to express our opinions and cite relevant facts, then Talossa is not a free country. We'd like to keep Talossa 
free, if you don't mind. 
 
Of course Talossa is a free country. Nobody want to change that. Every Talossan is free to express his or her opinions. 
 
But calling another Talossan the "scum of the earth" (especially one so very patriotic and who has contributed as much to Talossa as Chris 
Gruber) is a nasty, cheap shot and is completely out of line.  
 
Grubi is guilty of this too; I called him on one somewhere down below, and he apologised. Amy should do the same. 
 
> > If there's such a thing as a Talossan patriot, Grubi is one. He's done a lot for this country, and its King, yet he's being treated like a 
traitor. He feels that he's being actively driven out and he's justifyably upset by this. 
 
Nobody is actively trying to drive Chris out. I understand he is upset, and rightly so about some things. But that is exaggerating the situation! 
 
> With all due respect, he's behaving like a paranoid nutcase,  
 
If I'm not mistaken, Chris does suffer from clinical depression. We are dealing with a medical condition here that affects his moods and 
behaviours. That does not excuse his actions, of course, but it should be kept in mind. Perhaps some extra indulgence and forgiveness is in 
order. There are things he can't help. 
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> trying to cover his tracks, belligerently wailing at people that didn't do anything wrong,  
 
Now, now. You're not entirely innocent here; you are the one who keeps construing unintentional offences as intentional ones -- now with 
the bad communication and Joint-Statement-gate, last election with Advertgate -- and refuses to accept the fact that they were not intentional.  
 
> and revealing himself to be a total jerk--something that Amy and I learned through sad experience during his visit here last year, when 
(among other things) he barged into my wife's living room and ordered her to get off the couch during a Brewers game so he could watch 
Talossan videos. ("You don't tell me what to do in my own house," my wife said. "Well, they're going to lose anyway," Grubi replied with a 
snarl. What an asshole!) 
 
Yes, that was very rude. I completely agree with you. However, the question of intent is crucial, in my opinion. Grubi is not, in any way, a 
bad or mean person. He says and does things that offend people, but it is not his intent to do so. I am sensitive to this, having grown up with 
a sibling who has, shall we say, "social interaction problems"; despite his great intelligence and amazing musical talent, he just has no clue 
what is or is not appropriate to say or do in a given social context or situation, and has suffered greatly throughout his life as a result. People 
who don't know him, who experience him only in situations like that, walk away thinking he is a weirdo, a freak, a jerk, an asshole, or worse, 
when in fact he is one of the most talented, most honest, most generous, and most pure-hearted people in the world. I think I probably 
know Grubi better than a lot of other Talossans (except for Lisa, of course ;-)) and I think he is the same way. 
 
> Yes, he's done a lot for Talossa. That much is true. But doesn't give him the right to hold the rest of us hostage to his craven designs. 
 
He doesn't have any "craven designs". 
 
> > > And unlike other folks, I don't think he's imagining things. 
>  
> Imagination is a good thing. Taking leave of one's senses is not. 
 
No, it is not, and he has gotten out of line again, just like in the fracas that followed Advertgate last winter. But like I said, there is a medical 
condition involved, and the question of intent is a crucial one. We should all be helping him get "back to normal", not vilifying him and 
continuously misconstruing his words and actions, however poorly communicated, when we now know what he did or didn't really mean. 
 
> Unless and until you admit that Grubi is the one being "destructive and immature," this crisis will never be resolved. 
 
See above. You have both been "destructive and immature" at times. Both of you. Grubi needs to take a step back (time off if need be) to 
cool down and get his emotions and anger in check, and accept the fact that he was responsible for not effectively or properly 
communicating some things. You need to accept the fact that you misunderstood some things and stop misconstruing unintentional 
offences as intentional ones, and stop going on about knifing and backstabbing and craven designs. 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 

 
RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5763) 

posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 09, 2003 - 13:28.  
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[Ben:] > then (or simultaneously) you demanded all those cabinet positions, and we agreed to that--and then you rejected that agreement. 
 
Really? I don't think I ever saw an email or anything to that effect (I'm not saying you didn't sent one, just if you did, I don't remember 
seeing it). I just remember Grubi deciding "we're not going with it since the MN hasn't responded". 
 
> If you say you agree to something and then later on say you "didn't really mean it," what am I supposed to believe? 
 
That's the point; you interpreted his "I like it" to mean "OK, it's official" (and I would have too, had it been me; he did not communicate 
well) when, from his point of view, he never actually explicitly said "OK, it's official" to either you or us, so therefore it wasn't. 
 
That's what I mean when I said poor communication and misunderstandings. There was no intentional "stabbing in the back". 
 
[Ben:] > > > He hasn't been accurate at all, at least on Witt. 
>  
[Tomás:] > > You haven't either, always. :) 
>  
[Ben:] > Show me where. 
 
With your claims of backstabbing and "craven designs". Neither of which are true. We were bad communicators, and didn't have our act 
together. But not backstabbers, or craven, or any of those things. 
 
> Tomás, you knew that by stuffing the rotation with 60 ads, you'd get ten times more exposure than any other party.  
 
It truly, honestly did not get to that point. Grubi got really into making the ads and was having a blast doing them, and didn't even consider 
the number. I honestly think he expected that the other parties would make a bunch of ads too. This is what I mean about construing 
inintentional offences as intentional. There was never any "hey, let's make 60 ads, that way we'll get loads more exposure than anyone else". 
It was only "Whee, this is fun! Let's stick em all in the rotation!" 
 
> That's all I said, and I stand by what I said. 
 
Like I said. You ascribe to us intentions that were never there, and refuse to change your story.  
 
Whatever, it's over now. I don't want to beat a dead horse. 
 
> Then he should have come out here and admitted he misspoke, and apologized for any confusion. Instead, he comes out here blasting me 
as a "fucking shithead" or whatever it was.  
 
Yes. You are absolutely right. He should have, and I'm sorry he didn't. It reflects badly on our party. 
 
> And frankly, you shouldn't be out here carrying his water.  
 
As long as I don't have to pass it. ;-) 
 
> I guess he just isn't man enough to do it himself. 
 
I think maybe he's trying to avoid losing his temper again and making the situation worse.  
 
> His intent was to say "I like it. Be sure and put Andy's name on it too." How the hell else am I supposed to read that?! 
 
I know, I would have interpreted it the same way you did. But since he's clearly stated that he didn't mean it like that, regardless of how 
poorly he communicated it, should we not accept that and say "whoa, that was a pretty big screw up, better be a lot more clear and careful 
next time", instead of continuing to insist that he meant something else and is evil, craven, backstabbing, two-faced, etc.? 
 
> In his effort to argue there was no 'backstabbing,' Grubi has indulged in enough gratuitous 'frontstabbing' to make those efforts largely 
irrelevant, don't you agree? 
 
Yes, unfortunately. When he feels attacked, especially if he is having a "low" episode, he loses control and gets nasty. I wish it wasn't the 
case, but there's nothing I can do about it except try to help him keep it in check. (Not that I'm doing a particularly good job of that, either.) 
However, you are not helping the situation by continuing to misconstrue his motives, however badly expressed, and impugn his character; 
you're keeping him upset and in "attack" mode. 
 
> > Of course Talossa is a free country. Nobody want to change that. Every Talossan is free to express his or her opinions. 
>  
> Well, apparently not in Lisa's case. 
 
Why not? She didn't say you couldn't express your opinions, just that she didn't like how you did. That's part of free speech too, isn't it? 
 
> And the language Grubi used to describe me wasn't a nasty, cheap shot and wasn't completely out of line?  
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Yes, it was. I cringed every time he did it, and I called him on it at one point. 
 
> Be serious: As much as he's done for Talossa, wouldn't you agree I've done a little bit more? 
 
Come on, Ben, you've done more for Talossa than any other Talossan. You created the country, for Heaven's sake! 
 
> If he ever honestly apologized, I never saw it. 
 
This post. [link to http://www.talossa.net/wittenberg/show.php?fid=1&id=5740] 
 
> > > With all due respect, he's behaving like a paranoid nutcase,  
>  
> > If I'm not mistaken, Chris does suffer from clinical depression. We are dealing with a medical condition here 
>  
> Then you need to go to him privately and tell him to GET THE HELL OFF WITTENBERG! 
 
Yes, I should have. 
 
> So basically what you're telling me that I shouldn't take anything any of you guys say seriously, right? Because it might always be a 
"miscommunication." 
 
No, I'm not saying that. I'm just saying that it's what happened here. And I am sorry for it. We need to get our act together in the future and 
be a lot more careful how we say things. And you should always ask, "Is that official?" :-) 
 
> (Psychoanalysis, snipped) 
 
Fine -- snip it if you want, but it's important, so read it, take it to heart, and keep it in mind. Because I'm right. :-) 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 

 
RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5767),  
posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 09, 2003 - 14:45  

 
 

I'm probably going to regret stepping in, but... 
 
[Ben:] > > So when we found that the Greys were as pissed off about being taken for granted as we were, of course we talked to them. 
> > The issue of them not being willing to say it publicly is a different matter. 
 
I would like to say here that — at least from my standpoint of view — the issue was not that the GCP was unwilling to say publicly that we 
were pissed off about being taken for granted by the PC. We were, and that is why I (at least) said I was OK with the Joint Statement as you 
proposed it.  
 
The problem was that between the time I said OK and the time you submitted it to Støtanneu as having been approved by both parties and 
set for publication, I had received what I considered reliable testimony from the PC that they were not taking us for granted or intentionally 
ignoring us.  
 
Then I was stuck, because that had taken place within the context (again) of "confidential" correspondence, so what to do? Betray the PC's 
confidence by passing said emails on to you and reneging on (or at least trying to persuade you to modify) the Joint Statement? Betray the 
MN's confidence by revealing the Joint Statement to the PC and discussing it? Do all this "personally", or as a representative of my party, 
and if the latter just carry on or wait to get the approval of my other party comrades first before every move? 
 
Of course, in the end I guess I pissed the MN off more than the PC, but I didn't want to piss anybody off because there were Talossans I 
admire and respect on all sides. Whichever way I looked at it, I lost, and in the end, sure enough, I lost. 
 
[Chris Gruber:] > > > I keep hearing how "stellar" his Talossan record is... HOW? What change has he affected? What new ideas has he 
come up with? What bold leadership has he displayed? He made himself a perpetual nuisance to the Gruber administration, what with 
Questions to the Executive and his god-awful idea for a 5-man Cort. 
> >  
> > > Where is this stellar record? 
> >  
> > You were willing to support him, as long as you thought you could get a Cort seat out of the deal. 
 
I suppose it's fine to say now that out of the three of us, Grubi had the biggest problem with Maxime. He never liked the idea of Maxime 
for PM. My recollection is hazy due to all the confusion, but I think it may even have been me that asked Grubi if he would consider 
backing Maxime anyway if we could get something worthwhile for ourselves, such as Andy for IM.  
 
Oh crap, this whole débacle could be my fault after all! Shit, that is really depressing. :-( I deny everything! 
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[Chris Gruber:] > Again, i never asked for any such thing. Why would I make a demand for something that was already promised to me, 
no matter what deals were cut? 
 
That is my fault -- Ben did quote an email I sent to him which listed your Cort seat (or rather, a guarantee that you would get it rather than 
simply a "Grubi will be considered") as one of the things the GCP wanted in exchange for siding with the MN against the PC and backing 
Maxime for PM. I guess I must have thought that was one of the things we were asking for. You can't blame Ben for thinking that, since I 
did and told him so. I'm sorry for that confusion. 
 
See? This is why I should never get involved in politics. Slap me. 
 
> Maxime has actually participated in riots, Ben. What have I done that even comes CLOSE to that? 
 
This is true, Ben; Grubi does have a good point here. :) 
 
However, to be fair, Grubi, you do sometimes have a bad temper and a tendency to descend into vulgarity and nasty namecalling, which 
reflects badly on the party. That needs to be kept in check, especially in a high-up public position such as Cort Justice or Seneschál. I'm 
saying this as your friend and Comrade-in-Grey, because it's one of the things that made me feel that I had to step back into the fray as 
peace-maker when I wanted to walk away from the whole thing. I guess those are our respective character flaws: I shut down and disappear, 
you get nasty. Unfortunately, I'm afraid the latter appears to be worse in the eyes of other Talossans than the former. :( 
 
OK, group hug. 
 
> MY blunders? You've yet to admit you lied, that you decided I was up to something I was never up to. 
 
Here we go again. OK, look everyone: there were mistakes on all sides. 
 
The GCP did not effectively communicate with the MN regarding the Joint Statement. The MN believed that the party had officially 
approved it when it had not (although certain members had). 
 
Because of this, the MN (or at least Ben) mistakenly believed/believes that the GCP supported the Joint Statement (or sentiments therein) 
and backed Maxime for PM merely a "ruse" and a means to further our own "craven" political ambitions and betrayed the MN by backing 
out when our "demands" were not met. 
 
The GCP also mistakenly assumed that the MN (or Ben) had decided to give UC the Cort seat that Grubi had been in line for, in retaliation 
for the GCP's aforementioned "betrayal". 
 
The GCP, the MN, and the PC all erred in conducting most or all of the aforementioned business largely in private and confidentially 
between individuals, instead of out in the open. Many of the things that are being said now (such as Michael's post above regarding issues in 
Maxime's Talossan record which in their eyes make him a bad candidate for PM) should have been said out in the open longbefore now. :-) 
 
> You are a big man now that you've moved out of your daddy's house, aren't you? 
 
Dammit, Grubi, that's the sort of cheap, unnecessary, personal potshot that tarnishes the GCP's image. As a party we need to be above this 
sort of thing! Please.  
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 

 
RE: May I interject? (Witt X 5737) 
posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 08, 2003 - 12:39.  
 

The above Witt posts certainly sound like sincere apologies from Tomás, admitting his own mistakes as well as those of his 
party where the Joint Statement was concerned.  Remembering the friendship and trust he had in Gruber and Tomás over 
the years, Ben could have said “Now, don’t do that anymore!” with a grin, then let it go.  A rational person would have 
done so.  This is why the PC was so angry: Ben was unable, unwilling or both to draw the line between what one person 
has termed his “wargame” and his real-life relationships with real-life people. 
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Silence 
 
When Ben went after someone or some group, he was used to silent acquiescence.  The Progressive Conservative Party 
had been silent when Ián Anglatzarâ and his comrades were being raked over the coals, and when Ben threw his fit over 
Ián’s attempted return to Talossa.  Talossa in general had been silent when Ben had derided the ‘Greek God Guy.’  Too, 
too many people stood aside while he ridiculed Phil Ledgerwood, who considered himself a true friend of Ben’s.  The 
pattern was for the King of Talossa to steamroll people, and for the other Powers-That-Were-At-The-Time to do nothing 
about it.  Besides the bitter tone, what made Halloween 2003 so different was that--maybe for the first time--Ben’s 
steamrolling attempt against a Talossan was being openly challenged by members of what the King would in Spring 2004 
term the Talossan “establishment” (pretty rich coming from the Founder and Guru of it all).  Chris was merely one of the 
challengers. 
 
It was also clear at this point that Ben had a double standard.  Several time, he asked Chris to just let it go.  Fine--but Ben 
still referred to “loyal Talossans” in reference to the Penguinea-Wardlow-Anglemark wars that had ended years ago.  It was 
now clear to all of us in the PC that Ben never forgot the most trivial slight and never let anything go - ever.  This raised a 
very good question, on which Ben Madison disagreed with many:  when do we change from political-wargame mindset to a mindset of 
reality? 
 
Were Ián Anglatzarâ and his Liberal pals really traitors?  What did they specifically do to merit Ben’s hatred? What about 
Charles Sauls? What about Miestrâ Schivâ?  The PC had been regrettably silent where the Liberals were concerned, but the 
PC rank-and-file never forgot what happened with all these people.  Here began the death spiral of the Ben Madison ‘cult 
of tolerance.’ 
 
For each person, this ‘cult’ meant something slightly different.  For me, it meant:  “Ben knows a lot more about these 
things than I ever could.  He created Talossa, and he must know what’s best.  I trust the man.  If he says the Liberals were 
traitors, then why shouldn’t I believe him?”  What’s more, it was easy to see the consequences of going against Ben.  In 
Talossa, going up against Ben meant the end of your Talossan fun.  Only his oldest friends could get away with the cardinal 
sin of challenging him. 
 

   
 

From l-r: Ián Anglatzarâ, ca. 1998; Charles Sauls, ca. 1997; and Miestrâ Schivâ in 2000 
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The end of the Coalition 
 
> Oh crap, this whole débacle 
 
Debâcle. CIRCUMFLEX, MAAAAAN! 
 
> > You are a big man now that you've moved out of your daddy's house, aren't you? 
>  
> Dammit, Grubi, that's the sort of cheap, unnecessary, personal potshot that tarnishes the GCP's image. As a party we need to be above 
this sort of thing! Please.  
 
Fine. I withdraw this comment and apologise. Things I say in anger that have no bearing on the situation at hand are rude and unnecessary. 
Again, I apologise. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 
RE: May I interject? (Witt X 5740),  

posted by Retroradio Gruber on November 08, 2003 - 14:09. 
 
 
May I call upon the parties involved to drop the issue so that the non-combatants can come out of their nuclear shelters again? 
I'm well aware that people's feelings and pride have been hurt in the Halloween-Crisis but please, ladies and gentlemen, step away from that 
keyboard and take a deep breath. 
 
If you still feel upset then by all means ignore the other party, just don't give into the urge to prove you are right and the other is wrong. 
You may very well be but there is no way we can tell as we weren't there and frankly we probably don't even want to know the details. As 
spicy as they might be ;-) 
 
Hoping not to sound too patronising, 
UC  
 

  The Halloween Fallout (Witt X 5755) 
   posted by UC on November 09, 2003 - 08:54.  

 
Well said, UC. I feel the same way. 
 
I keep trying to point out that the whole thing was the result of bad communication on all sides, and that we should all just drop the matter 
and put it behind us, but nobody seems to be listening to me. :-( 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 

 
RE: The Halloween Fallout (Witt X 5757) 

posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 09, 2003 - 09:20.  
 
> Well said, UC. I feel the same way. 
> 
> I keep trying to point out that the whole thing was the result of bad communication on all sides, and that we should all just drop the 
matter and put it behind us, but nobody seems to be listening to me. :-( 
 
That's not true -- I have been trying to move forward on this, but Ben (and his wife?) are still leveling false charges against me. I have made 
an effort. Why can't he? 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
 

RE: The Halloween Fallout (Witt X 5759) 
posted by Chirisch Cavéir on November 09, 2003 - 10:29.  
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Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau in August, 2003 
 
On 4 November, the Black Hand party officially withdrew from the Coalition (Witt X 5508) and went into Opposition, 
leaving me with a minority government of only the PC and the Grey Congress.  The ZPT had only seven Cosâ seats and 
included only Gary Cone and the incommunicado party leader, Chêneþ Velméir.  The rest of its members were siding with 
the PC in protest of Ben’s behavior of the past few months.  Now this tiny party held the balance of Talossan power, for in 
union with the MN they represented a majority.  The flap over the seven ZPT seats, and the question as to who actually 
owned them and what to do with them, and how his question was handled became “Seatgate.”  Chris Gruber was named 
as Deputy Prime Minister on 9 November.   
 
At the same time, the Black Hand got the impression that either Gruber or I would call for a new election immediately and 
that I would resign the PMship that very week instead of at the end of the year.  Of course, this was not helped by the fact 
of my inadvertently including the King on an email to the Grey Congress and the PC about my possibly having the 
government dissolved if the King had vetoed my PD making Gruber my DPM (that’s what I get for not paying better 
attention to Eudora’s autofill-address-field feature)! 
 
Using an Organic Law loophole, King Robert I dismissed my minority government and made Maxime Prime Minister on 
11 November (Witt X 5880).  The ZPT had sided with the MN.  My first administration was over. 
 
This abrupt dismissal was legal, but the PC saw it as an affront.  Gary Cone, the de-facto ZPT leader in Velméir’s absence, 
had longstanding personal loyalty toward the King.  He also sincerely desired to stabilize the government.  He became 
Charbonneau’s Deputy Prime Minister. 
 
“Jeffgate,” as I now call it, made the future Founding Parents of the Republic even angrier with Ben (we were well on our 
way to having enough “gates” to construct a fence). It was a major reason for the first mention, in early 2004, of a 
‘Republic of Talossa.’  At the time, the majority of us dismissed all thought of secession or revolution—but that dismissal 
wouldn’t last. 
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[Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h in his 12 November, 2003 “A Speech to the Nation to end all speeches”:] > and most-of-all, to Michael Pope who 
stepped aside so that I could have a chance at the PMship. To all these people as well as everyone who ever gave me a Vote of Confidence 
at any time, I say THANK YOU!! 
 
In my opinion, Gödafrïeu, you were a success as PM and a worthy successor who has my utmost respect. I feel you were ill-used at this 
point in time. 
 
> Maxime, take care of our kingdom. 
 
We'll see. I don't hold out much hope. 
 

 - RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5891) 
posted by Michael Pope on November 12, 2003 - 08:53 
 

 
[Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h:] > > and most-of-all, to Michael Pope who stepped aside so that I could have a chance at the PMship. To all these 
people as well as everyone who ever gave me a Vote of Confidence at any time, I say THANK YOU!! 
>  
[Michael Pope:] > In my opinion, Gödafrïeu, you were a success as PM and a worthy successor who has my utmost respect. I feel you were 
ill-used at this point in time. 
>  
>  
> > Maxime, take care of our kingdom. 
>  
> We'll see. I don't hold out much hope. 
 
I'm going to have to agree with Michaael on both of these points. This was no way to end Gödafrïeu's highly productive tenure. He desrves 
better. 
 
Max, however, has yet to earn any position in Talossa. 
 

- RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5892) 
posted by Retroradio Gruber on  November 12, 2003 - 09:29 
 

 
[Gary Cone:] > Given that Gruber is doing his damn best to destroy the King at every possible opportunity now,  
 
The King worked to keep me from the office of PM, and in the process pissed off Tomás Gariçéir, shat on Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, and 
basically alienated nearly EVERY MAJOR personality in the Kingdom. 
 

- from RE: Charbonneau Government, Week 1 (Witt X 6286) 
posted by Retroradio Gruber on November 14, 2003 - 23:49  

 
 
[Michael Pope:] > And we've seen the mastermind [Ben] behind the whole Charbonneau Government turn the Halloween Crisis into the 
Halloween Massacre when he used sleazy maneuverings in smoke-filled back rooms to unceremoniously toss out one of the best PM's 
Talossa has ever seen. And that PM, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, was just collateral damage in Ben's drive to destroy another one of the best PM's 
Talossa has ever seen, Chris Gruber. 
 
I thank you for the compliment, Michael. But you are right. In Ben's rabid mission to hurt me, he shat upon a very dedicated and patriotic 
Talossan, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, who set new standards for activity in the PM's office. 
 
> Shameful. Simply shameful. 
 
Agreed. But, maybe there's no-where to go but up? ;-) 
 

- from RE: Charbonneau Government, Week 1 (Witt X 6256) 
posted by Retroradio Gruber on  November 14, 2003 - 17:07 

 
 

[Ben:] > His intent was to say "I like it [the Joint Statement]. Be sure and put Andy's name on it too." How the hell else am I supposed to 
read that?! 
 
I know, I would have interpreted it the same way you did. But since he's clearly stated that he didn't mean it like that, regardless of how 
poorly he communicated it, should we not accept that and say "whoa, that was a pretty big screw up, better be a lot more clear and careful 
next time", instead of continuing to insist that he meant something else and is evil, craven, backstabbing, two-faced, etc.? 
  
 -from RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5767), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] 

on November 09, 2003 - 14:45  
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From left to right: Ián Metáiriâ , Andy Lowry, and Gary Cone at the Living Cosâ on 12 July, 2003 
 
The following, from my Speech to the Nation of 12 November, 2003, exhibits my state of mind at the time: 
 

There is a phenomena which happens to many Talossans from time to time and it has been happening to me for quite some time, though 
until recently, I have buried my head in the sand: burnout. I have enjoyed being your Prime Minister and I am proud of the work I have 
done, but I have reached a point where I must attend better to my non-Talossan life and spend less time on our nationette. I have reached 
the point where I need to put more emphasis on the "grown-up" facets of my life outside of Talossa. It is for these reasons that I resigned 
effective 31 December of this year, though forces beyond my control have deemed my PMship to have ended on Tuesday, 11 November, 
2003, as indeed it has. I resigned effective on 31 December to allow for a smooth and orderly transition. Clearly the Black Hand and the 
ZPT have seen fit to have things speeded up a bit.  
 
While I am thoroughly disgusted with the King's actions this past evening, I am not surprised. The Black Hand was clearly behind Maxime's 
candidacy and was able to convince Gary Cone and the ZPT to support him. So be it. May Maxime be a bang-up PM and exceed my 
admittedly somewhat-lukewarm expectations of him. We now have as our Seneschál a man who has gone on record time and time again to 
be someone who loathes the Western way of life, someone who loathes our nation's greatest ally, someone who has made anti-Isreal 
remarks time and time again and has been unrepentant. Yet the mostly-fanatically-pro-Isreal Black Hand party has made Mr. Charbonneau 
their and our new Prime Minister. This incongruency is most-odd, and the Black Hand has yet to give the Talossan people a decent 
explanation for this paradox.  
 
I am shocked at all this. Indeed I am stunned. I am saddened that what I feel was a decently-sucessful PMship in many ways has come to a 
close in this manner. This is NOT the way it should have ended!! I wish the Black Hand could have let me resign with dignity. Instead, it 
has decided to simply throw me out of office. Frankly, it is difficult to not take this one personally, but for the sake of my own sanity as well 
as the sake of this community and country I have grown to love, I must try. Ho, hum... 
 

-from A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5887),  
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 12, 2003 - 02:20 
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This Wittenberg post explains partly what was going through the King’s mind when he threw me out of office.  It is a 
classically Talossan example of how a simple misunderstanding, miscommunication, or miscalculation can have such 
spectacular consequences. 
 

Well, here's the answer to the mystery. :-) 
 
I went back to my home computer which is where I read the original I-will-resign post. For whatever reason, sometimes Wittenberg comes 
in on my screen too wide--that is, that stupid grey bar at the bottom appears, and to read the entire text from left to right, I have to 
constantly go down with the cursor and shift the bar to the right to see the right-edge of the page. 
 
Anyhow, I usually don't bother doing that. If a letter or word is missing on the right hand side, context is usually enough to fill it in. 
 
Well, it wasn't in this case. 
 
Early in the post, Jeff said he was going to resign on "Wednesday," and then gave the date. But I just saw the first part of the word 
"Wednesday." A couple paragraphs below, was the instruction that Andy Lowry would take over the Immigration Ministry on "Wednesday," 
followed by the November date. 
 
I assumed that both "Wednesdays" were the same! 
 
In the back of my mind, of course, was Gruber's repeated insistence (in three separate posts that I had just read) that the Cosâ was about to 
be dissolved as soon as he took over. ("We'll let the people decide," etc.) I put these things together in my head and came to an erroneous 
conclusion. 
 
Well, not completely erroneous as I was only off by one Clark. 
 
But sufficiently erroneous to have bungled the date. My bad. 
 
Ben 
 

RE: ...and the perils of computing (Witt X 6192) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 14, 2003 - 10:56. Viewed 31 times. 

 
 

What Andy had to say 
 

Howdy now, 
 
I guess I'm being treated to quite the hot'n'heavy flame war. Not the first I've seen, but the most ugly as yet. 
 
Chris is a citizen of long stature and proven dedication. He cares about Talossa deeply enough that this latest round of disgusting slanders is 
affecting him in a personal way. Even if I were not a member of his political party, I would find what I have been reading from Ben and 
Amy scurrilous. Such personal attacks are unwelcome to those of us who would like to advance Talossan ideals, not to mention basic 
decency. 
 
Chris is no more "socialist" and "anti-American" than Ben. To accuse a person of treason and "un-American activities" seems, sadly, to be a 
part of the usual bag of ugly invective hurled by Ben at anyone he disagrees with over an issue involving American politics. I was a traitor in 
his eyes for having questions about the Iraq war-- questions that have been borne out as crucial problems, I might add. 
 
We don't all have to agree on everything, obviously-- what would be the fun in that? But to allow the conversation and debate to degenerate 
into playground-style namecalling is simply beneath us all. I was especially shocked by Amy's uncalled-for and unincited insults.  
 
Chris is, as we all know, a highly-strung and passionate person. First time I met him, he immediately insulted me-- but I got past that. He is 
not, however, a liar. I was lucky enough to have been copied on most of the torrent of email regarding the "deal" that Ben has accused us 
Greys of being untrustworthy on, and I will now state that he (Ben) either misunderstood what was going on (as Tomas so generously 
suggested) or deliberately spun the whole thing into a self-serving falsehood of a straw-man issue (which is what I, in my usual paranoia, 
suspect) in order to stir the pot a bit. 
 
I must say that I'm feeling a little let-down and underappreciated when Chris is accused of being anti-American. He's just pro-dissent, which 
the Founding Daddies would appreciate. The only real live anti-American (policy-wise) guy around here who ain't Canadian is ME. Dammit! 
Where's my recognition? :-> 
 
Being a relative newcomer to Talossa, I have no way of knowing if the extremism I've been seeing here lately is normal or not, though I 
gather that it might be. Let me make my views on all this absolutely clear: 
 
1.The GCP DID NOT renege on any agreements.  
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2. The MN was being quite weird and possibly devious when it suggested Max as PM, and was probably involved in some manner of game-
playing thereby. 
 
3. Amy, who is a non-contributor here overall, has no business insulting Chris in this venue. If she has personal difficulties with him, then 
they are best left at rest. If she wants to be unpleasant to people, she might do better to use postcards. 
 
4. Ben is being quite vicious in making personal attacks against someone who was perfectly willing to be a friendly ally (and I will admit that 
I was not so willing myself). I am suspicious that this is mostly mere posturing, but am disheartened by its human effects. 
 
5. This is Talossa, not "Ben-Land". If Ben wants it all for himself, then he can have it. No loss at all. Talossa is much more than Ben. 
 
6. Ben seems to be shopping for enemies, for some reason. I am not one, yet. 
 
7. I hate the idea of trying to fulfill the IM duties at a time when all hell is shaking loose. I'll do it, though, for the 37 and 1/2 seconds I'm 
permitted to. 
 
8. I beg any concerned Talossan to join together in a coalition, regardless of party affiliation or voting status, to help carry us all through this 
terrible time. Uppity of me? I spose. But more of us need to follow Tomas's lead and call for unity of purpose. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Andy 
 
P.S. 
 
Since there has been some confusion as to what is "official" and not, I am not speaking for anyone other than myself here. I did not vet my 
thoughts with Chris or Tomas or anyone else before jotting them down. What I say here is not the official position of the GCP.  
------------------------------------------------ 
Too Sexy for my Flag 
old skewl warez d00d 
Dvorak Demon 
Tired and Grumpy Old Bastard 
 

What you foo's be doin'? (Witt X 5882) 
posted by Andy on November 11, 2003 - 23:17 

 
 
“This [above Witt X 5882] is one of the best ways to summarize what happened.”  
 

- Chris Gruber in his proofreading notes for this chapter 
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PM.....Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau 
 
Maxime’s tenure as PM was, to put it mildly, unproductive.  He refused to admit any wrongdoing on Ben’s part; in fact, he 
didn’t (or refused to) do much at all.  He certainly didn’t bring any sense of unity to a divided nation.  Whatever he might 
have done was hampered by a transit strike in his locality.  In an email to fellow PC members, I referred to Ben, Gary, and 
Max as “R. Maxidon Charboccone”.  Even so, we didn’t really see how lacking Max’s leadership was until… 
 

The Ben-renunciation crisis 
 

But before we get to that little scandal, let’s revisit another (boldfacing mine): 
 

[Gödafrïeu:] > Once you have given us something concrete to talk about, we can then start discussing the issues instead of having to reach 
back SIX YEARS for "political ammo" to use against the PC, a party of which you once were a part. 
 
Not to belabor the point, but the supposed "anarchist riot" was a LONG time ago, and even September 11th was a LONG time ago. If 
you're really serious about not reaching back into ancient history, please don't do it then. 
 
Let's look at what Max has done as a potential and actual PRIME MINISTER in 2003, compare it with what Gruber has been doing as a 
potential Prime Minister in 2003. (Gruber, meanwhile, is still a potential Cort Justice. Jeff, care to offer a few words as to his conduct in that 
rôle?) 
 
Ben 
 

RE: Max, you have GOT to be kidding me!! (Witt X 6358) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 16, 2003 - 19:28. Viewed 25 times. 
 

Sorry Ben, but September 11 will never be “a long time ago”.  Yes, ladies and gentlemen, I think this says quite enough 
about Ben’s behavior.  Now, on to the renunciation... 
 

Azul, 
 
You win. 
 
Effective 24 hours after the official recognition of this post (whatever exactly that constitutes), I renounce my Talossan citizenship. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
R. Ben Madison 
 

I renounce my Talossan citizenship. (Witt X 6596) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 20, 2003 - 21:40. Viewed 86 times. 
 

Many in the Kingdom, I included, took Ben seriously; we were shocked.  With this single post, he had thrown things into 
quite a tizzy.  The 1997 Organic Law stipulated a ‘Prince/Princess of Prospect’ to take over should the reigning monarch 
cease to reign.  The Princess of Prospect was none other than Jennifer Madison, the King’s sister, who had not been active 
in any Talossan way, shape, or form (save to vote when called upon by Ben, assuming he actually even contacted her) since 
at least the start of the cybercit era in 1996.  There was no Regent in place.  If Jennifer, as Queen, proved as inactive a 
monarch as she had been as a private citizen in the last ten years or so, we would have had to elect a new monarch in this 
chaotic political environment.  We had a constitutional crisis on our hands. 
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Instead of trying to start working out the myriad of constitutional matters in the wake of Ben’s renunciation, Maxime had 
this to say: 
 

Azul, 
 
I'm working full time from 13hr to 21 hr.. But the Bus and the subway are stop because of a Bus driver strike here in Montreal. I have to 
quit my house early and I arrive at my home pass midnight tired of my day work.  
 
I read the Witt , what I can do nothing , you're republicans and republicans never change their mind. You don't like me so why should I 
spent time debating with you? 
 
Your tactics destroy the kingdom and even worst the king himself. 
 
Maxime P-Charbonneau 
 
PS this governement wait to see if the king come back or not.  
Join the team support Charbonneau for the Senat Campaign 2003 
 

PM victim of a strike in Montreal (Witt X 6632) 
posted by [Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] on November 21, 2003 - 10:58.  

 
From this chaos, many of us realized something positive: with Ben gone, everyone got along fine!  MN-PC, PC-ZPT, ZPT-
MN, or whatever, even after the many insults from Chris Gruber...  Many of us saw that Chris was not the problem.  His 
behavior at times was a problem, but he was not the problem.  Unlike the King and Founder, Chris Gruber was not a 
burdensome stone around the neck of Talossa. 
 
Though I had asked Ben to stay, to my surprise, a part of me was deeply relieved that he was gone.  I felt liberated.  It was 
quite a heady moment for many of us.  One day, we would act to regain that feeling. 
 
Not everyone was taken in by Ben’s “departure”.  A few Talossans saw through Ben’s renunciation for what it turned out 
to be: a cheap stunt.   
 

Azul. 
 
What an enlightening day! 
 
The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough to calm them down. 
 
Several personal appeals have been made for me to return. I appreciate them. Although the tone on Wittenberg is clearly "Ben, please come 
back. Ben, you're a creep." 
 
So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep. 
 
In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once and for all in Talossa. 
This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame. But we have lost citizens in the past, and Talossa has always 
survived and prospered. Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Kuenn, Evan Gallagher, Ryan Hughes, Dan Wardlow, Jay Shorten, Johan 
Anglemark... only the names change. Those of us who want Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain. 
 
Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution? 
 
So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-) 
 
Ben 
 

OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6679) 
posted by [R. Ben Madison] on November 21, 2003 - 15:08.  

 
Marti-Pair Furxhéir never officially acknowledged the renunciation, a necessary legal step, but that turned out to be moot.  
Ben recanted his renunciation well within the Organic Law’s mandated twenty-four hours of his departure; even had M-P 
acknowledged it within five minutes, Ben had ensured that the move was pointless.  So much for that, then. 
 
Between Ben’s renunciation and return, Art Verbotten had this to say: 
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Hey Ben, 
 
If you are looking to drive this country into the ground and lose the respect of just about every active citizen in it, keep doing what you are 
doing. 
 
I just don't understand you right now and I am not the only one. 
 
Take a look at your opposition right now. 
The only one who may hate you at the moment is the one your wife resorted to calling a scumbag on this board. 
 
He and the rest of us "traitors" (your term for us, not mine) were trying to take Talossa back from a political party that has used way too 
many disinterested and disenfranchised Talossans to prop itself up politically.  
 
Scream and moan all you like Ben, but when [sic] Harry & Jennifer, Jean Williams, Tom Buffone, and Wes start getting themselves involved 
with the rest of the Talossan community, we, the folks who have been running things for the past decade, might not make such an issue 
about them being used to prop up the MN politically.  
 
Hell, even Brooke shows up for the T-Fests once and awhile.  
 
Anyway, that is what all of this is about, and that was all that it was ever about, until the name calling began.  
 
If people are coming to either side of this argument it is because the vitriole being spewed is polarizing them to one side or the other.  
 
You seem to think people are ganging up on you. 
Given your last political moves, do you blame them?  
 
Perhaps it's time for you to admit that you can be King Robert, or Politician Ben, and do each one of those jobs wonderfully, but not at the 
same time.  
 
If anyone wants to know why we have such shitty immigration, it is because of the behavior and the venom on this board for the past 
couple of weeks.  
 
From the outside perspecive one of my friends who will occassionally check out what is happening describes Wittenberg as two seagulls 
fighting over a beached fish. "Why do these people put themselves through this?" I was asked 
 
I think Andy Lowry talked about the same issue a few posts down. Unfortunately he's one of several casualties of this bullshit and that is all 
it is. 
 
So when are we going to stop being pissed and start playing nice? 
 
The ball is in the Kings Cort. [Art probably meant “King’s [tennis] court”] 
 
Eif 
 

Breaking some silence between classes (Witt X 6591) 
posted by Art Verbotten on November 20, 2003 - 21:07.  

 
The hoped-for stability under an MN PM wasn’t materializing.  Things had gotten rather worse, especially since the King’s 
faux renunciation and return.  The King was being obstinate, and the Opposition was keeping up the pressure.  Something 
had to give.  It did—in one the great diplomatic miracles in Talossa’s history… 
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The Noodles Summit 
 
The “Noodles Summit” was held over supper between Ián Metáiriâ and the King at Noodles resturant in Milwaukee on the 
evening of 25 November, 2003.  Their agreed terms were announced in a Speech from the Throne (Witt X 6946) three 
days later. 
 

 
 

11 or 12 July, 2003: In one of the most prescient photos ever taken  
in Talossan history, Gödafrïeu, the King, and Chris Gruber eat at Noodles resturant 
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Ice 
 

Speech from the Throne  
26 December 2003 
 
“Nowhere does the Constitution demand an indifference on the part of the sovereign to the march of political events. Why are princes alone to be denied the credit of 
having political opinions based upon an anxiety for the national interests and honour of their country and the welfare of mankind? Are they not more independently 
placed than any other politician in the State? Are their interests not most intimately bound up with those of their country? Is the sovereign not the natural guardian of 
the honour of his country, is he not necessarily a politician?” 
 
–Prince Albert (1843) 
 
My loyal Talossan subjects, 
 
I come to you this morning with a heavy heart and a deep sense that Talossa has taken a turn for the worse in its twenty-third year.  The 
events of the Halloween Crisis have been yet another reminder of the dark side of Talossa, a pointed indication that there are things in our 
community that bring out the worst in all of us. 
 
Perhaps what has been most personally distressing for me is the eruption in Talossa of what I can only call American-style politics, or what 
an American politician once called “the politics of personal destruction.” At the risk of public ridicule, let me repeat myself: I honestly 
believe that on moral grounds, the majority in the Cosâ acted properly when it chose, as it was forced to choose, between Maxime 
Charbonneau and Chris Gruber for Prime Minister. The kindness, maturity, and grace shown by Maxime Charbonneau, in the face of 
hysterical and violent opposition, clearly showed him to be the right man for the job, regardless of his past or present views on “the United 
States and Israel,” to quote the previous administration. 
 
The term “vicious personal attack” has become a cliché in Talossan politics. This is a sad thing, for the term needs to have a unique bite in 
order for it to be meaningful, which I fear it no longer is. Verbally assaulting a person’s spouse, attacking a Talossan not over their views or 
opinions but over their job, their sex life, or their family–those are “vicious personal attacks.”   
 
The Opposition’s inability to publicly criticize its own candidate for Prime Minister, at a time when numerous Opposition members were 
privately assuring me that he no longer enjoyed their confidence or even their personal respect, was exceptionally troublesome and echoed to 
me Ronald Reagan’s instruction “not to speak ill of a fellow Republican.” If Talossan politics today will tolerate double standards of secrecy 
and silence so long as the villain has the right party affiliation, then Talossan politics contains within it a dangerous, cancerous growth. 
 
This sort of stuff is not “fun.” It does not keep Talossa from being “boring.” It is not a question of principle, but merely one of tactical 
advantage. The Organic Law rightly states that Talossa is, above all, “a community of persons having fun.” 
 
For example, a word about non-candidate voters. Year after year, some enterprising politician picks on Talossans who are not online, who 
don’t attend enough parties, or whose voting record is, for want of a better word, too consistent. When the leader of the opposition 
contrasts the government’s legitimate “popular” support–in other words, its support on Wittenberg alone–with its “electoral” support, 
meaning something less legitimate, then the nation’s commitment to democracy and to its own citizens is very thin indeed. 
 
In no other country on earth, would this even be an issue. This issue must be addressed by our government. Consensus must be found, and 
enforced. There is perhaps no more fundamental question facing Talossa today: What is a Talossan? Are we a nationality, whose members 
share an innate, persistent Talossanity for ever? Or are we just an internet club, whose members must pay whatever dues the government of 
the day requires, or lose their vote? Make no mistake: Attacks on non-candidate voters are unpatriotic, discriminatory, unTalossan, racist, 
hateful, and wrong.  Any Talossan can stay a Talossan and participate in whatever way he or she wants to. I take this occasion to rededicate 
the Monarchy and the State to this vital national principle, for the sake of all my subjects. 
 
To pick on four or five inactive people out of a population of 40 or 50 as somehow cosmically preventing Talossa from achieving its rightful 
destiny, is the Talossan equivalent of Jew-baiting.   
 
As part of the settlement ending the Halloween Crisis, I offered to renounce my participation in partisan politics. This is another reminder 
that the commonly held stereotype, namely that I am a tyrant, desperately clinging to autocratic power, is wrong. Reality tells a much 
different story. In January of 1981 I began, on my own initiative, to give space in Støtanneu to Dan Lorentz and Bob Murphy, at that time 
avowed detractors of Talossa itself. Within a few months, I had opened Talossa to others as citizens, surrendering my entire “World 
Singular Secessionist” vision of Talossa as a one-man nation. Elections soon followed, and with them the principle that people other than 
me ought to form governments and parties. 
 
After December of 1984, I promised elections to the Cosâ, and within a year, I had surrendered my control of the appointed Senäts and 
made it an elected chamber. In February of 1987, I gave up my royal powers completely and abdicated in favour of King Robert II, a purely 
constitutional figurehead–a turn of events that was so horrifying to the majority of Talossans, that they forced me back onto the Throne and 
restored many of my powers. 
 
Those powers, I then proceeded to largely fritter away once again, sharing power in the July, 1988 Constitutional Convention, and giving the 
Talossan people the power to determine the nation’s very fate in the National Destiny Referendum of November 1990. 
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By May of 1992 I was proposing handing over all my powers to an elected president, legislation that was voted down not by my side, but by 
the opposition Left. The following year, I gave up personal control of the Progressive Conservative Party, opening it to other members who 
could soon outvote me on issues. In 1995, I took the initiative in placing Talossa on the internet, which widened the nation for ever beyond 
my own personal circle of friends and relations. It was not long before the Organic Law was written, in a process in which I was just one 
voice of many and indeed, a process directed by Matthias Muth, a member of a rival party.  Soon I was vowing to sign Dan Wardlow’s 
asinine “peace treaty,” bowing to his moral authority as Prime Minister, and offering to leave the PC entirely and let Wardlow run it because 
of our disagreements. And then I surrendered control of Støtanneu to Chris Gruber (who promptly ran it into the ground after eighteen 
years of continuous publication). 
 
This past summer, I voluntarily gave up my right to vote in the Cosâ on the override of my own vetoes, and this autumn, I capped it all off 
by voluntarily proposing my own complete personal removal from the Ziu entirely, something which nobody asked me to do, but which I 
chose to do myself, for Talossa’s benefit. And I have personally drafted an amendment to the Organic Law, which will do just that. You 
have ratified it, by an overwhelming majority. 
 
And so here we are. 
 
At most of these turns, the initiative for reform, to reduce my lawful powers, has been mine. My entire biography as King has been the 
constant concession and relinquishing of powers, on the one hand, and the constant refusal to concede one inch on issues of moral right 
and wrong. 
 
That biography continues today. I hereby resign my membership in the Black Hand Party of Talossa, and I wish my former partisans well in 
their new identity as something other than the party of the King. Furthermore, I hereby resign my Cosâ seats and encourage the Black Hand 
to use wisdom in reassigning them.   
 
It is my hope that the Monarchy, no longer encumbered by partisanship, may assume a new rôle as mediator between parties during periods 
of acute political controversy. This hope depends, of course, on the popular understanding that my concessions are genuine and that my 
wishes are indeed for the blessings of fate to rest upon the whole Talossan nation. The eruption of partisan politics on this most vital issue 
would be grave indeed, and I implore everybody to understand and appreciate the sincerity with which I take this unprecedented and radical 
step out. 
 
Sir Walter Bagehot identified the three rights of a constitutional monarch to be the right to be consulted, the right to advise, and the right to 
warn. As Talossa prepares to welcome a new Prime Minister as its leader, I invite him, and all of you, to work together with me to guarantee 
that Talossa is indeed “a community of persons having fun.” To that end, as the Monarchy evolves into an independent pillar of 
government in its own unique right, it is our solemn hope as King that our own consultation, advice, and warning, building as they do on 
our own twenty-four year experience being a Talossan, might have their parts to play in healing this nation. 
 
ROBERT I 
of the House and Dynasty of Rouergue, 
King of Talossa, etc. etc. etc. 

 
This Speech from the Throne was supposedly aimed at fostering unity.  Perhaps that was just what Ben wanted his 
detractors to think.  If so, it failed miserably.  The Opposition saw it as a Royal temper tantrum.  The King’s vendetta 
against Chris Gruber was our chief vocal gripe, but below it simmered a broader stew of discontent.  We began to see that 
Ben had never really grown up from the fourteen-year-old who started Talossa in the first place and that his immaturity 
was more sinister than the seemingly-lovable and innocent way he had about him.   
 
My November removal from office was seen almost as a coup.  At the least, it was a shoddy way to thank me for my 
service.  As for Chris, we saw Ben’s rejection of him as an irrational, petulant, immature act based on personal hatred rather 
than an objective appraisal of Chris’ ability to lead.  Ben cited a lawsuit against then-PM Gruber, and the lost treaty with 
Penguinea.  So? At least Gruber had not pretended to quit the Throne and his country as a transparent political 
maneuver—talk about leadership.  The PC remembered the fire Chris had lit under the nation as PM from March 1998 to 
June 1999 and felt maybe it was time for a second Gruber administration.  After all, in August 2000, the King had awarded 
Chris the Per La Naziun, the Kingdom’s highest honor!  Surely Chris must have done something right. 
 
However, Per La Naziun was then.  “F--k America” and the Madison-Gruber wars were now.  Like the MN, the 
Progressive Conservatives were running out of options.  The PC knew that Ben might have kittens over Gruber, but the 
prevailing attitude in the party was “Ben, get over it and grow up.”.  Throughout the Halloween Crisis and what followed 
it, the PC felt, even to the founding of the Republic, that there was no rational cause for Ben to have rejected Gruber as 
PM.  Of course, Gruber’s Insult of 26 December complicated things (understatement), but that was still yet to come.  
Enter Prime Minister Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau, whose term in office lasted less than two weeks and accomplished 
almost nothing.  While that term coincided with a bus strike in Max’s home town that greatly inconvenienced him, he 
could have done what I should have months earlier and asked his Deputy to take the reins for a time.  He did not. 
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The day things took a new course 
 
(It is Talossan public record that Robert Ben Madison’s mother passed away in her sleep in 1979, several months before 
the Founding of the Kingdom.) 
 
The rest of Talossa was ready to let the feud die, but not Ben (see Witt X Thread 5755).  What happened next was both 
inexcusable and provoked by Ben’s icy, defensive Speech from the Throne of 26 December.  Later in the thread spawned 
by that cold and remorseless oratory, there was this little gem: 
 

[Gödafrïeu:]> > The healing has already begun. But it is my humble opinion that the chief problem in this is that you and Chris Gruber 
cannot get along. 
>  
[Ben:]> Then Chris should leave. It would be good for everybody. 
 
Hey - Ben. Maybe you should do what your mother did all thse years ago. 

 
- from Poor Ben Madison. He just doesn't get it. (Witt X 7683), posted by Retroradio Gruber  

on December 28, 2003 - 05:50 
 
For a single moment in time, and perhaps for the first time ever, Talossa was stunned into speechlessness.  Even with that 
in mind, to understand it, one must read the whole of Witt X Thread 7665.  This thread, which is a great help in 
understanding the Halloween Crisis, may be found online at http://www.talossaonline.com/1.7665.1.html 
 

The healing has already begun. But it is my humble opinion that the chief problem in this is that you and Chris Gruber cannot get along. I 
wonder what the next Ben Vs. Gruber election-time war will be about?? The two of you together are a self-regenerating bomb waiting to 
explode once more -- O joy and jubilation! Chris and Ben are debating again! That being said, I think Talossa is big enough and needs to be 
big enough for the both of you, and I hope that you two can settle your differences and move on. 
 
Clearly there were mistakes on the part of many which contributed to this whole thing (in no particular order): 
 
1. the love and affection showed between Chris Gruber and House Madison this year at TalossaFest (I refuse to mention any more names 
that that, but you know who you are.) :-/ 
2. The rather sloppy way I installed a government without consulting the relevant political parties -- mea culpa 
3. Whatever misunderstanding there may have been concerning the Joint Statement 
4. The whole mess with the scroll bar 
5. The way I handled the notification of my resignation to the members of my coalition 
 
There have been deep underlying tensions between many Talossans for a long time about [Ián Anglatzarâ], the departed Liberals, the 
Adverts crisis, Maxime's contreversial views, so-called "pocket votes", the breakup of the PC, and probably other things which I don't know 
about, underlying tensions the true breadth and sheer magnitude of which I was blissfully ignorant of until I became the nexus of Talossan 
politics upon becoming Prime Minister, tensions which I was, I confess, not ready to deal with. And frankly, all of these have soured me on 
Talossa, and your Speech, Your Majesty, does not help things with me. Rather, it brings all the stupidity of this past fall back to me, and 
posterity will read your Speech and believe me to be some sort of ne'er-do-well head of government who really did not care one whit about 
his country or his people. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
 
The thing I have learned the most about all this is that mis-steps and mistakes with working the "niceties" of dealing with people is in most 
cases somewhat inconsequential, but in any sort of politics where the lives of millions of people, the fate of millions of dollars, or even the 
fate of a community of about fifty is concerned, not dealing with people in "just the right" way, can have terrible and disastrous 
consequences. I think where this is concerned, we all in Talossa need to have a bit of grace towards one another with this, and I speak to 
myself here as much as anyone else. 
 
My resignation and, partly, the way in which I handled it served to merely open the pandora's box of pent-up feelings. This was further 
troubled by the fact that there was really no-one who was willing to replace me who had the broad support of most or all Talossans, though 
had [Quedéir]’s university told him sooner about his class not being required, then perhaps much of this could have been averted. 
 
It is interesting that, before my resignation came about in the public knowledge of Talossa, Talossa was peaceful and serene, and that 
afterwards, it was not. It leads me to believe that the time was not right for me to leave. However, the time for me was not right for me to 
stay on. What a cunundrum. Once I have resigned as Prime Minister, I shall go on holiday for a while. I shall have a much-reduced 
Wittenberg presence and, in the near-future, resign as SoS Whip and as Maricopa's Secretary of State, contrary to what I have said earlier. I 
shall also resign my seats in Cosâ, but I will retain my seat in the Senäts and keep my Witt presence to where I can fulfill my duties as 
Senator. I keep my Senate seat for the sole reason that there is no-one else in my province willing (maybe) or able to take it.  
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As I said before, I need a break from Talossa "full-throttle", and, additionally, I shall return "full-throttle" when the time is right for me to 
do so, though I have no more thoughts of renunciation. 

 
- from the PM's reaction to the 26 December, 2003 Speech from the Throne (Witt X 7665),  

posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on December 26, 2003 - 14:11 
Please note the date of this post: two days before Chris’ insult involving Ben’s mother. 

 
 

[Gödafrïeu (Witt X 7665):]> > 9. Talossans need to come to T-Fest and see each other face-to-face. Once we get to know each other 
better, "Halloween Crisis II" will be less-likely. And let's get Harry and Jean to a T-Fest! ;-)  
 
[Ben:]> Unfortunately, Gruber showing up "face to face" was what led to the Halloween Crisis. The best thing for Talossa next year would 
be for Gruber to stay in Florida and work for Howard Dean and forget all about Talossa. We don't need TalossaFest 2004 to be the first 
fist-fight in the history of the Kingdom of Talossa. 
 
Gruber's showing up is not what led to the Halloween Crisis. You and Amy's passive-aggressive lack of ability to confront Chris "face to 
face" (verbally), when you had a problem with him, was the cause of the "crisis". As for the first fist-fight in the history of Talossa, well I 
don't see that happening because that would require a real-time, real-space confrontation...which is not your forte. Clearly you only feel 
comfortable with "fighting" when you can do it in writing.  
 
Let's get real Ben...if you can't write it, you can't fight it! 
 
Rischâ Scovaglh 

 
- from RE: Baby steps toward reconciliation... (Witt X 7692), posted by Lisa Skovalia  

on December 28, 2003 - 22:19 
 
Can you say ‘personality clash?’ Halloween 2003 was not just based on politics and a broken agreement, folks.  Ben’s hatred 
of Chris Gruber was personal. 
 
And Gruber’s Ben’s-mom-insult was the low point of their wars (at least up to that point).  In response, I publicly 
repudiated my choice of Gruber as my Deputy Prime Minister and my successor.  I don’t regret that, but I do regret not 
coming to Ben’s defense sooner and more often in response to some of Chris’s cheaper shots.  Too many of my 
remonstrances were in private, and even in private, I did not do enough. 
 

Chris, I am sorry to do this, but you forced me into it. No, Ben has not had the same family difficulties as you, but jabbing him in the 
deepest recesses of his being as you did, even if it was merely a temper fit of yours, was wrong and cannot be rewarded. You were warned in 
private, more-than-once, I might add, about your personal insults, and you been doing a lot better recently, but with that one remark, you 
blew yourself out of the water with no hope of coming back. 
 
Ben, do not gloat, and do not claim this as a victory. What I have come to realize this is the full depth of the personality clashes you have 
had and still have with many, many Talossans over many things. Know this, though, and my fellow PCers already know this: I agree with 
you 100% on the issue of "inactive" citizens and their inherent right to be Talossans in whatever way they want. No political party in Talossa 
has not benefited from the votes of even just one inactive citizen (Brent Kesler, Eric Minton, Jean Williams, Martin Bertagnon, Frederic 
Maugey...the list goes on and on...). 
 
Perhaps, there was at the time (Quedier did not know about his class) no one in Talossa willing or qualified to succeed me. With Quedier's class 
schedule worked-out, we have at least one person both willing and qualified to do so. He is now set to assume office, and I could not be 
more delighted! He will make a wonderful Prime Minister. 
 
Ben, you speak of "life-changes" going on with me. The life-change of which you speculate is the horrible thought in my mind that I may be 
"out-growing" Talossa. I am not outgrowing Talossans, but I am outgrowing the Talossan political sphere and/or getting utterly disgusted 
and burned-out with the whole mess.  
 
And when did it really begin? It began with my de-facto SoS tenure of earlier this year and steadily got worse and worse---NOT AN 
INDICTMENT OF M-P---as the year has progressed to the point where I have been having great difficulty at times remembering that 
Talossa is more than just responding to umpteen internet disco board flames.  
 
I love Talossa the most when I am talking about non-Talossan matters with Talossans, it turns out. Talossa gave me something I had never 
really had because I simply did not know at the time how to go about getting it: a real social life. And for that, I will always love Ben and all 
of you. Yet Chris may very well think that I am stabbing him in the back to score points with Ben, and I fear that my fellow Progressive 
Conservatives will think that I have stabbed Chris in the back and them as well.  
 
It is clear that remembering the subtle nuances of every single Witt post and every single email as well as putting that together with the 
incredibly wonderful and complicated political history of Talossa and the minutiea of it all is something I have yet to master. I have also 
come to realize that many of the mistakes I have made and on which I keep harping ad mauseam have been caused by my lack of "chilling-
out", stepping-back, and thinking things through and realizing what different paths I could take, and, in retrospect, could have taken. A 
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minor example of this was the Sausage PD (my little contribution to the more-bizzare aspects of Talossan lore -- ha, ha...). A huge example 
was the critical mistake I made in the handling of my resignation by not doing something I had always done with my coalition: treating the 
member parties as one big, huge party and dealing with all just in that very well whether it be emails or whatever. And when I think about it, 
there have been times when I have reverted to the "internet game" mentality I once had and had forgotten the real lives and real non-
Talossan time committments of all of us. 
 
Ben and Chris are two individuals whom I regard as good friends, and they are not seeing eye-to-eye on this issue, and I am still convinced it 
is due to a misunderstanding between them and, more fundamentally, a serious personality clash between two hyper-articulate and hyper-
bright geniuses -- both of whom I want to believe. But only one of them is right, and I believe it to be neither. 
 

- from Mr. Gruber, I have had it. No more. (Witt X 7693), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
on December 28, 2003 - 22:24  

 
On 27 December, 2003, all Talossa heard Chris Gruber’s opinion of Ben Madison in full for the first time. 
 

You are a tiny, little man with a tiny, little life. You have added no value into the lives around you, instead choosing to take, take, take. You 
have stolen credit, shifted blame, and generally made yourself into a delusional child who never got over mommy's death. You live with an 
ancient crone who bosses you around and you call it a marriage. Your hermit father allowed his children to live with him long after any 
grown adult should, not because they wanted to be near him, but because they were obviously not equipped with the ability to face real life. 
Sure, Gödafrïeu and Metáiriâ live at home, but I'd bet that they'd be able to handle "the real world" just fine. Your life is a series of fuck-ups, 
missteps, and embarassing events. You will be in the same exact place in another twenty years, because you are incapable of growing up. 
 
It's sad, but what can anyone do to help you along? You retreat into your little pretend world (not the Talossa that actually exsts, but the 
soft, warm, comfy Talossa in your mind) when things get difficult or bumpy. Too bad. 
 
My slight mental illness has never really affected you except when I say things you do not wish to hear. It's too bad that, once again, you 
cannot face yourself proudly in a mirror and state unequivocally, that you are a real man. You are not a man; you are a man-child, forever 
trapped at 14 years old, blaming "sport-infested youth" and other assorted imagined bullies for your faults/behaviours/attitudes. You 
probably grew a beard to hide the fact that you are the Terminal Child. You insisted that 5'6" is not short (which it most certainly is), and 
then more recently you insisted that you were not 5'6" (which you are), all, it seems, as part of an attempt to deny your status as the 
Terminal Child. It's silly, it's stupid, and it's irresponsible. 
 
You've never managed to win an argument without descending into trash-talking and bullying. You have yet to prove a single 
thing/crime/error that another has made outside of your imaginary ramblings. You are a spoiled brat. You always have been, you most 
likely always will be. Stomp your feet, smirk your smirks, dismiss any and all facts... whatver you like. That's what brats do.  

 
- from Baby? yes, Ben, you are... (Witt X 7680), posted by Retroradio Gruber  

on December 27, 2003 - 19:55  
 
Abiding by the terms of the Noodles Summit, Maxime resigned on November 27, 2003.  Because the King was out-of-
town that weekend, I was unable to take the Oath of Office (it had to be done either in person or by phone) from the 
King.  Thus began Gary Lee Cone’s first administration as Prime Minister.  It lasted for a full four days, the shortest Prime 
Ministerial tenure in Talossan history.  Cone was also only the second PM to have held office without ever taking the Oath, 
the first being Charles Sauls in 1998.  On 1 December 2003, my second administration began.  On 31 December, I 
resigned, and on New Year’s Day Quedéir Castiglhâ became Talossa’s thirtieth Prime Minister. 
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Truth is stranger than fiction 
 
Back in late October, Quedéir Castiglhâ had been my logical successor to the PMship, but he had declined due to his 
course schedule at the University of Kansas.  
 

[Gödafrïeu:] > 3. When it came time to choose my sucessor, I was hoping Quedéir Castiglhâ would be able and willing to take the PMship. 
Unfortunately, while he was willing, he because of his non-Talossan life was not able to do so. 
 
You wanna know something really funny? The five-credit required class that turned a busy schedule into a hellish one and pretty much the 
reason I turned your offer down? No longer required! Ha ha! :-/ 
 
Quedéir Castiglhâ 
 
*The opinions expressed herein are mine. MIIIIIIINE! 
 

RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this (Witt X 6382) 
posted by Quedéir Castiglhâ on  November 17, 2003 - 12:40. Viewed 27 times. 

 
All was well, and that was that.  Like so many previous scuffles, the Halloween Crisis had blown over.   
 
Or so I thought. 
 

The faux-calm before the storm 
 
The following Wittenberg excerpts bear notice, for Ben would use them later on in a way no one could have imagined: 
 

[Ben:] >and now all the plotting and scheming for power during the Halloween Crisis and finally all these outbursts, including demanding 
that I be killed!  
 
I never said anything about anyone killing you. I suggested that you die. However you choose.  
 

-from Moved post: courage(?) (Witt X 7807) 
posted by Retroradio Gruber on January 05, 2004 - 12:17  

 
[Ián Metáiriâ:] > > I'm hardly "calling for" anyone's "death," I'm calling on people to be active and involved and to vote once in a frickin' 
blue moon. Seems to me we have voter participation laws in the RT for good reasons, and those reasons are just as valid now as they were 
when the laws were passed in the first place. 
>  
[R. Ben Madison:] > I was not referring to you, but to Gruber, who has demanded my death.  
 
I never demanded it. I requested it. Big difference. Don't be obtuse. 
 

-from Hoorah for stinkers! (Witt X 7923) 
posted by Retroradio Gruber on January 08, 2004 - 01:02  

 
These Witt posts notwithstanding, the first two and a half months of the Castiglhâ administration were mostly peaceful.  At 
times, Chris and Ben went at it, but the Wittenberg X records from 1 January through 16 March 2004 show little fuss about 
Halloween.  The spats documented therein are the same kind Ben used to have with the departed Liberals before they 
finally got sick of him and left.  Things seemed to be getting back to normal. 
 
However, a nagging voice in the back of my head kept telling me it wasn’t over.  Something far, far bigger was going on.   
 
Only at the founding of the Republic was that nagging voice stilled. 


